Press Release

For Immediate Release

Vinod Kantharia Appointed CFO
Hong Kong 18 February 2019 - Royal Spirit announces the appointment of Vinod Kantharia as Chief Financial Officer
of Royal Spirit Group, effective 18 February 2019. He will report to Thomas Hebestreit, CEO of Royal Spirit Group.
Royal Spirit is proud to announce Vinod Kantharia as Chief Financial Officer of Royal Spirit Group. Vinod has an overall
20 years of solid experience in the field of Finance, Accounts and Operations. In this position, Vinod is responsible for
the overall financial strategy and operational direction at Royal Spirit Group. Within finance, he guides the controller,
treasury, shareholder relations, accounting, tax, and internal audit functions to pursue the company’s aggressive growth
strategy and meet its clients’ and investors’ expectations. Vinod will also be responsible for setting up internal controls
& processes and ERP system across Group’s manufacturing locations in Vietnam and Hong Kong office.
About Vinod Kantharia
Prior to joining Royal Spirit Group, Vinod worked with Pearl Global (HK) Limited – a wholly owned subsidiary of Pearl
Global Industries which is listed on NSE and BSE and engaged in the manufacturing and exporting of fashionable and
technical range of products, where he held the position of CFO – Hong Kong and General Director – Vietnam. Vinod
has always been associated with various Manufacturing Industries where he started his career with ACC Limited
(India’s foremost manufacturer of cement and ready mix concrete giant with a countrywide network of factories and
sales offices), tesa Tapes (India) Pvt Ltd (A Beiersdorf Company, Germany & one of the world’s leading manufacturers
of self-adhesive product and system solutions) and JMATEK Limited - Argentina & Hong Kong (An authorized Global
& Exclusive licensee of Honeywell Brand in Designing, Manufacturing and Distribution of Evaporative Air Coolers,
Portable Air Conditioners and Electrical Accessories and also provide Supply Chain solutions to various clients across
the globe). Vinod is a Commerce Graduate and holds an MBA degree in Finance. He is a Certified Management
Accountant (CMA) from the Institute of Management Accountants of USA and a Cost Accountant from the Institute of
Cost Accountants of India. Besides, Vinod is a Certified Lean Manager from the Asian Institute of Quality Management,
India.

About Royal Spirit Group
For more details, please visit www.royalspiritgroup.com

